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ABSTRACT 

 

This project was concerned with dust control challenges and solutions in coal mining 

areas that are 12- to 14-ft high.  Two mining companies in southern Illinois operating 

with conditions that include mining heights ranging from 9 to 14 feet agreed to cooperate 

on this challenging project. In addition to hosting field testing of the Innovative Spray 

System developed at Southern Illinois University Carbondale (SIUC), one mining 

company requested that a training program be developed for underground face personnel 

to reduce their exposure to dust and to improve regulatory compliance sampling.  

 

This project has: 1) Developed a good understanding of airflow patterns in high mining 

areas using in-mine observations and computational fluid dynamics modeling of various 

types of continuous miner cut patterns; 2) Collected good field data on effects of leakage 

through curtains, haulage units entering and exiting the face area, and continuous miner 

scrubber operation on face ventilation and dust control; 3) Designed the SIUC Innovative 

Spray System for continuous miners in high mining areas at one cooperating mine with 

field demonstration of a temporary system performed for that company and Mine Safety 

and Health Administration professionals; 4) Used design principles developed for the 

first company to implement the SIUC Innovative Spray System on a continuous miner at 

a second company’s mine in southern Illinois where it will be demonstrated as part of a 

separate on-going project; and 5) Developed a dust control training program for 

presentation to face personnel that is currently being utilized by multiple companies.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

This project was concerned with dust control challenges and solutions in coal mining 

areas that are 12- to 14-ft high.  Major challenges in high mining areas include: 1) Poor 

installation of line curtain (LC) with gaps near roof and floor that reduce air volume at 

the end of the line curtain; 2) Low air velocity that does not allow air to travel much 

beyond the end of the line curtain (ELC); 3) Low air velocity (LAV) that requires much 

longer for dust to exit the face area; 4) Recirculation (RC) that occurs behind the LC 

unless ELC air volume can be increased; 5) Large amounts of dust when cutting roof that 

overload the continuous miner (CM) scrubber and are beyond its control capacity 

resulting in dust laden air at the discharge end; 6)  Increased cross-sectional area around 

the CM that allows dust to escape and recirculate; and 7) Sprays at commonly used 

pressures that do not reach the roof of high mining areas. 

The primary goals of this project were to: 1) Design and demonstrate the effectiveness of 

the SIUC Innovative Spray System (SIU-ISS) on dust control for CMs operating in 

mining areas ranging from 12- to 14-ft high, 2) Compare face area airflow patterns in low 

(6-8 feet) and high (12-14 feet) mining heights, and 3) Create a dust control training 

program for face personnel.  

This project has successfully: 1) Developed a good understanding of airflow patterns in 

high mining areas using in-mine observations and CFD modeling of various types of CM 

cut patterns; 2) Collected good field data on effects of leakage through line curtains, 

haulage units entering and exiting the face area, and CM scrubber operation on face 

ventilation and dust control; 3) Designed the SIU-ISS for CMs in high mining areas with 

field demonstration of a temporary system performed at one operation for company and 

MSHA professionals; 4) Used developed design principles to implement the SIU-ISS on 

a CM at a second mine in southern Illinois that will field test the system after the 

completion of this project; and 5) Developed a dust control training program for 

presentation to face personnel that is currently being utilized by multiple mines. 

One cooperating company asked the team to work at two mines.  Both mines (Mines A 

and B) extract coal from the Herrin #6 seam using longwall mining methods at depths 

varying from 600 to 700 feet. The 72- to 78-inch thick coal seam is overlain by black 

shale, gray shale, and limestone in the immediate roof. At various places within the 

mine’s reserve, Energy shale also exists as the immediate roof.  Mining conditions are 

poor in areas where gray shale is thick or immediately overlies the coal seam as it tends 

to fall out soon after removing the coal resulting in mining heights exceeding 12-14 feet 

in some areas. The immediate floor stratum is relatively dry claystone that is moderately 

water sensitive. 

 

Main entry development consists of five or six entries on 120-ft centers and cross-cuts at 

120- to 150-ft intervals. Longwall gate entry development consists of a 3-entry system on 

100-ft centers with cross-cuts at 120-ft intervals.  Entry widths are 18.5-19 feet. The face 

ventilation system uses a blowing LC installed about 40 to 46 inches away from the right-

hand rib.  Coal is mined using Joy 12CM27 wet-head CMs loading into Joy 10SC32B 

shuttle cars for transport to a feeder-breaker, which loads the coal onto a conveyor belt 

system that carries it out of the mine.  
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In-mine studies included: 1) Dust and ventilation surveys on CM units; 2) Assessment of 

current dust control practices at the face; 3) Effects of LC installation on face ventilation; 

4) Wettability studies on samples of coal and immediate roof and floor strata; 5) Dust 

control performance of the Joy 12CM27 with and without wet-head sprays; and 6) Field 

performance testing of a temporary SIU-ISS. 

 

The limited field demonstration of the temporary (and partial) SIU-ISS showed about 

80% reduction in respirable dust at the continuous miner operator (CMO) position and 

about 62% reduction at the haulage unit operator (HUO) location. At the return sampling 

location in the last open cross-cut (LOXC), the average dust reduction was about 36%. 

The average wait time between haulage units during modified CM (with SIU-ISS) 

sampling was 132 seconds compared to 144 seconds when using conventional sprays. 

Similarly, load time per haulage unit for the modified CM was 58 seconds compared to 

75 seconds when using conventional sprays. This resulted in an overall loading rate 

(based on the entire time of cutting) of 6.61 tons per minute for the modified CM and 

5.74 tons per minute for CM using conventional sprays. Out-of-seam dilution was 63.3% 

by weight for the modified CM and 61.1% for the CM using conventional sprays. 

 

CFD modeling involved simulating a typical face at mining heights of 8 and 14 feet to 

develop similarities and differences in airflow patterns. The ratio of airflow volume at the 

ELC (QLC) to the scrubber discharge volume (QS) was considered in evaluating airflow 

patterns in the face area and recirculation of air back into the face area.  Three quantities 

of QLC representing QLC/QS ratios of 0.85:1, 1:1, and 1.15:1 with 7,400 cubic feet per 

minute (cfm) discharged by the scrubber (QS) were considered. Other important variables 

considered include air velocity at the ELC, distance from the face to the ELC, scrubber 

discharge volume, scrubber discharge angle, leakage along the LC length, etc.  The 

different cuts necessary to complete one full cross-cut (XC) of advance across the entire 

mining section were divided into six cut types: 1) straight initial, 2) straight deep, 3) XC 

turned to the right – 1
st
 cut, 4) XC turned to the right – 2

nd
 cut, 5) XC mined head-on to 

the left – 1
st
 cut, and 6) XC mined head-on to the left – 2

nd
 cut.  Both second cuts in XCs 

hole through into adjacent entries. 

 

Recommendations for additional research and technology transfer include: 1) Developing 

a “Dust Index” for different types of CM cuts, which can be integrated into cut sequence 

optimization models; 2) Offering a “Dust Control Training Program” at the 2015 IMI 

Annual Meeting; 3) Working with Spray Systems Design, a cooperating partner, to 

develop a small-volume spray nozzle that has greater reach at pressures less than 100 psi; 

and 4) Disseminating field testing and SIU-ISS commercialization results to all coal 

companies within the Illinois Basin. 
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OBJECTIVES 

 

The primary goals of this project were to: 1) Design and demonstrate the effectiveness of 

the SIU Innovative Spray System (SIU-ISS) on dust control for a continuous miner (CM) 

operating in mining areas ranging from 12 to 14 feet high, 2) Compare face area airflow 

patterns in low (6-8 feet) and high (12-14 feet) mining heights, and 3) Create a dust 

control training program for face personnel. These goals were achieved through 

completion of the following tasks:  

 

1. Conducted ventilation and dust surveys at cooperating mines.  

2. Collect baseline dust data from a CM using a conventional spray system. 

3. Use CFD modeling to understand airflow patterns and provide guidance in design 

of SIU-ISS for cooperating mines. 
4. Design and demonstrate a SIU-ISS at one mine. 
5. Meet with industry and Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) 

personnel to identify elements of a dust control training program for miners. 
6. Create and present a dust control training program to mine trainers.   

 

Task 3 had its own specific objectives, which were to: 1) Develop an improved scientific 

understanding of airflow patterns around room-and-pillar mining areas utilizing CMs and 

line curtain (LC) with forcing or blowing face ventilation systems, 2) Compare airflow 

patterns for a low mining height (LMH) of about 8 feet to a high mining height (HMH) of 

about 14 feet, 3) Evaluate the effect of airflow at the end of the line curtain (ELC) in 

relation to CM scrubber discharge capacity, and 4) Study and compare airflow patterns to 

locate recirculation zones (RC) and low air velocity zones (LAV) or dead zones for LMH 

and HMH. Airflow patterns were evaluated using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

modeling of mining areas similar to previous studies (Kantipudi, 2006; Kollipara and 

Chugh, 2012).  

 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 

Two coal mining companies operating in southern Illinois cooperated with this study.  

One cooperating company has two mines operating under similar conditions that are 

located in close proximity to each other (Mines A and B).  Both extract coal from the 

Herrin #6 seam using longwall mining methods at depths varying from 600 to 700 feet. 

The 72- to 78-inch thick coal seam is overlain by black shale, gray shale, and limestone 

in the immediate roof (Black Shale-Limestone sequence). At various places within the 

mining area, Energy shale (Gray Shale sequence) also exists as the immediate roof.  

Mining conditions are poor in areas where gray shale is thick or immediately overlies the 

coal seam.  Gray shale roof tends to fall out soon after coal is mined. Therefore, it is 

frequently cut down resulting in mining heights of 12 to 14 feet in some areas. The 

immediate floor stratum is relatively dry claystone that is moderately water sensitive. 

 

Main entry development consists of five or six entries on 120-ft centers and cross-cuts at 

120- to 150-ft intervals. Longwall gate entry development consists of a 3-entry system on 

100-ft centers with cross-cuts at 120-ft intervals.  Entry widths are 18.5-19 feet. The face 
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ventilation system uses a blowing line curtain system installed roughly 40-46 inches 

away from the right-hand rib.  Coal is mined using Joy 12CM27 wet-head CMs loading 

into Joy 10SC32B shuttle cars for transport to a feeder-breaker, which loads the coal onto 

a conveyor belt system that carries it out of the mine. 

 

Excessive dust generated during cutting of 2-5 feet of shale roof made compliance with 

the current 2 mg/m
3
 dust exposure standard difficult. In light of the upcoming reduced 

MSHA dust standard, coal companies are seeking methods to improve dust control. 

Based on successes achieved at other mines using the SIU-ISS, one of the cooperating 

companies was urged to contact the project team. The company requested an evaluation 

of ventilation and dust control methods at two of their mines and a demonstration of the 

SIU-ISS as a possible option for reducing respirable dust concentrations.  This company 

also thought that implementation of a dust control training program for underground face 

personnel could improve overall dust compliance. The company requested that a training 

program be designed as part of their annual refresher training or as supplemental pre-shift 

sessions to maintain a focus on good dust control habits. 

 

The SIU-ISS consists of specially designed spray blocks on the cutter head of the CM.  

These blocks include two rows of sprays.  Sprays on the front row are aimed at the cutter 

drum bit tips.  Sprays on the second row are oriented at a specific (to each mine) angle 

from the front row sprays to create a hydraulic curtain behind the cutter drum.  These 

second row sprays are called the second line of defense (SLD) sprays.  Around the 

middle of the CM chassis, a third row of sprays form another hydraulic curtain designed 

to confine dust to the face area where it can be captured by the CM scrubber.  These 

sprays are called the third line of defense (TLD) sprays.  Finally, a fourth row of sprays 

positioned near the back of the CM chassis on the scrubber side keep return air coming 

from the face area form recirculating across the CM chassis to the CMO position.  These 

sprays are called the fourth line of defense (FLD) sprays. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 

Field Studies on Continuous Miners Operating in High Mining Areas 

 

Description of Miner and Dust Control Plan: The Joy 12CM27 wet-head miner (WHM) 

is 36.5 feet long with maximum chassis height of 65 inches.  The wet-head cutting drum 

is 136 inches wide and 53.5 inches in diameter from bit tip to bit tip. It has a dual-laced 

head with 3.25-inch bit spacing and 70 pick sprays located behind cutting bits as seen in 

Figure 1.  The dust control plan requires that 90% of cutting bits must have carbon inserts 

intact and missing or damaged bit lugs or inserts must be replaced within 24 hours. No 

more than one bit lug per row or two maximum can be non-functional.  

 

The dust control plan also includes: 1) 70 solid cone drum sprays (Minnovation 

74452/15) operating at 60-100 psi, 2) 41 total chassis sprays (Spraying Systems BD-3) 

operating at 60-100 psi including 15 sprays on top of the cutter head, 4) Four conveyor 

throat sprays, 5) 10 pan sprays, and 6) 12 sprays on the side of the cutter head boom (6 on 

each side). Plan and elevation views of spray block locations are shown in Figures 2 and 
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3 with detailed specifications in Table B3 of Appendix B. The dust control plan requires 

that no more than one spray per spray block be non-functional at any time. Of the 70 

drum sprays, 56 must be operational at all times and 100% must be operational at the 

beginning of each cut and each shift. 

 

CMs are equipped with a wet flooded-bed scrubber having a minimum of 7,000 cubic 

feet per minute (cfm) air discharge using a 20-layer screen.  Two solid cone sprays 

directed perpendicular to the screen in the scrubber for wetting dust and three duct 

cleaning sprays operate constantly. The dust control plan requires that the filter screen be 

cleaned after every 40 feet of face advance. Ductwork is cleaned each shift and the 

demister is cleaned once every week.  

 

Dust Sampling and Data Collection Techniques: Respirable dust concentration data and 

dust samples were collected using Thermo Electron PDr 1000an personal dust monitors 

(PDMs) and gravimetric samplers consisting of Escort ELF pumps, Dorr-Oliver cyclone 

separators, and standard 32mm dust cassettes. These pumps operated at a volumetric rate 

of 2 liters/minute and are calibrated using an MSHA Dust Pump Calibration Kit prior to 

use. The location of dust sampling packages in a mining unit is shown in Figure 4. Data 

analysis protocols for this study were similar to those used in previous studies (Chugh, 

2012).  The cooperating company requested dust sampling and CM modification studies 

be done at Mine A.   

 

Particle size distribution of dust as a function of distance downwind from the CM was 

determined using cascade impactors (CI) for three cuts. The two CIs used were the 

Marples 8-cut-point unit and the Sierra 6-cut-point unit. The particle size for each unit’s 

cut-points is shown in Table 1. Elf Escort dust pumps provided the required airflow rate 

for CIs, which were located on each side of the return (RT) entry (right side = RTR and 

left side RTL in Figure 4) and 50 feet downwind from the CM during two cuts and 80-

100 feet downwind from the CM during one cut. CIs operated for the duration of each 

cut. CI substrates were prepared using petroleum jelly dissolved in toluene for adhesion 

to minimize particle bounce. Dust collection substrates were weighed pre- and post-test 

using an Ohaus Balance with resolution of 10 micro-grams. The weight gain for each cut 

point substrate was used for analysis. 

 

The first ventilation survey was conducted at Mine B in a main entry development unit 

mining six entries south for subsequent longwall panel development. Ventilation data was 

collected across the entire unit at several locations to characterize airflow reaching the 

last open cross-cut (LOXC), change in air volume and velocity across the LOXC from 

the main intake (IN) entry to the main RT entry, and airflow in outby areas around the 

feeder location including haulage unit (HU) routes. Data was also collected to 

characterize airflow in the face area both while the CM was mining and during idle 

conditions. Collected data included distance from LOXC to face, length of LC ventilating 

the face, cross-sectional area and location of gaps along roof, floor, and at overlapping 

LC panels, and distance between rib and ELC in the LOXC. Air velocity data was 

collected at idle faces for “as found” conditions and again after closing gaps along the LC 

length and in the LOXC. Results of LC modifications were measured such as any 
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increase in air velocity at the end of the LC and changes in area past the ELC where 

measurable air velocities were present. The objective of this effort was to identify airflow 

patterns near the face for CFD model validation and as information for the dust control 

training program to emphasize the importance of good LC installation practices. Air 

velocity data was collected using a MPS PMA-2008 hand held vane-type anemometer 

and an ExTech Vane Thermo-Anemometer Data Logger. During ventilation surveys, the 

cross-sectional area of an entry or cross-cut (XC) was divided into six equal sectors with 

three upper and three lower areas.  The cross-sectional area at the ELC was divided into 

three sectors: upper, middle, and lower. This approach gave a more accurate profile of 

actual volume and differences in air velocity existing between upper and lower regions. 

Air velocity was measured for one minute in each sector, then a mean was calculated. 

 

A whole-unit dust survey was conducted at Mine A in the face area during mining. 

Gravimetric dust pumps and PDMs were set up at IN, RT, LOXC, and feeder-breaker 

dump point locations. Data was collected over a 4- to 5-hour period. Collected data was 

shared with company management and used in designing a SIU-ISS for the mine, but is 

not included in this report to honor confidentiality agreements.  

 

In-mine Bulk Sample Collection for Wettability Studies: Bulk samples of coal and 

immediate roof and floor were collected from each mine for wettability analysis. Samples 

were collected from areas near active mining faces. Coal seam samples were divided into 

three equal zones: top bench (TB), middle bench (MB), and bottom bench (BB) with a 

representative sample collected from each zone. Immediate roof and floor samples were 

collected from within six inches of the coal seam interface. After collection in bags, all 

samples were sealed for transport to laboratories where they were analyzed. 

 

CFD Modeling  

 

CFD simulations were done using ANSYS Design-Modeler to develop, refine, and mesh 

models; and FLUENT to set up boundary conditions, calculate solutions, and analyze 

data (Md Azmi, 2014). FLUENT software was validated prior to modeling. 

 

Face Ventilation: The ratio of air volume exiting the face ELC (QLC) to scrubber 

discharge volume (QS) was considered in evaluating airflow patterns in the face area and 

recirculation of air back into the face area.  Three QLC quantities (see Table B1) 

representing QLC/QS ratios of 0.85:1, 1:1, and 1.15:1 were analyzed at constant QS of 

7,400 cfm. A description for each of the 72 models is provided in Table B2. 

 

Boundary conditions (BC) and values are described in Table 3. No slip BC implies that 

air velocity tangential to the wall at the wall is equal to the speed of the wall. In all cases, 

the wall is stationary so air velocity at the wall is 0 m∙s
-1

. No flow-through BC implies air 

normal to the wall is always 0 m∙s
-1

.  The realizable κ-ε method was used to solve a 

simple turbulent problem and to compare the solution to existing experimental data.  

 

Continuous Miner and Wet Scrubber Fan: Figure 5 shows the CM utilized for simulation. 

It is 5 feet high, 11.5 feet wide, and 35 feet long with a cutting drum diameter of 3.3 feet. 
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A wet scrubber is embedded within the CM with five suction inlets included in the 

ductwork: two side inlets (right and left) and three under-boom inlets (right, left, and 

center). The scrubber discharge is located at the back of the CM chassis and is oriented at 

45° to the longitudinal axis of the ductwork.  

 

Mine Geometry: A schematic of the CFD face area model is shown in Figure 6(a). 

Important variables considered in analysis include air velocity at the ELC, distance from 

the face to the ELC, scrubber discharge volume, scrubber discharge angle, leakage along 

the curtain, etc.  Room-and-pillar and longwall gate entry geometries used 20-ft wide 

entries and mining heights of 8 feet for LMH and 14 feet for HMH. 

 

The sequence of cuts necessary to advance one entry far enough to start and complete 

XCs to both sides was divided into six cut types as shown in Figure 6(b).  Cut types are 

labelled and described as follows: 1 = Straight Initial – the first 40 feet of advance into an 

entry from the LOXC, 2 = Straight Deep – the second 40 feet of advance in an entry 

making it deep enough to start or complete the next XC , 3 = XC Turned Right – the first 

cut in the XC to the right turned from the entry, 4 = XC Right Hole-thru – the second cut 

in the XC to the right holed into the adjacent entry, 5 = XC Left Head-on – the first cut in 

the XC to the left started head-on from the completed XC right, and 6 = XC Left Hole-

thru – the second cut in the XC to the left holed into the adjacent entry.  Schematics of a 

straight (cut type 1 and 2), XC right (cut type 3 and 4), and XC left (cut type 5 and 6) are 

shown in Figure 7.  For cut types 4 and 6, modeling is done without mining through to 

the adjacent entry. Once a XC is connected with the adjacent entry, ventilation in the face 

area changes significantly.  

 

Each cut was modeled in two steps to simulate the actual mining processes.  Step 1 is the 

box cut when the CM is making the first advance into the face and the full width of the 

cutter drum is utilized.  Step 2 is the slab cut where the CM expands the entry to full 

width by mining a slab alongside the box cut. The slab cut is not as wide as the box cut so 

the full width of the cutter head is not engaged with the coal face. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Field Studies on Continuous Miners Operating in High Mining Areas 

 

Wettability Studies: Wettability as a function of water temperature and contact time was 

measured for dust prepared from Mine A bulk samples. Only general wettability tests 

were conducted on Mine B dust samples.  Results are shown in Figures 8 and 9. 

Wettability of each coal bench sample increases about 3-4% when water temperature is 

increased from 76 to 90°F (see Figure 8(a)). A similar increase is seen when contact time 

is increased from 10 to 25 seconds (see Figure 8(b)). Wettability of all three Mine B coal 

samples are higher than Mine A wettability and range from less than 96% to more than 

98% (see Figure 9).  

 

Dust samples from Mines A and B were subjected to x-ray diffraction (XRD), particle 

size distribution (PSD), inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-
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AES), and MSHA P-7 quartz analysis. XRD results for Mines A and B are shown in 

Figure 10. Particle size distribution for Mine B is shown in Figure 11.  ICP-AES results 

are given in Tables 4 and 5. Quartz data are given in Table 6 showing that roof and floor 

strata at both mines have high quartz content with Mine A being the highest.  

 

Ventilation Surveys: Results of the main entry development unit ventilation survey at 

Mine A are shown in Figure 12. Air reaches the LOXC through three IN entries on the 

right side of the unit. A significant portion of the intake air flows across the panel 

traveling over the feeder-breaker into RT entries on the left side of the unit. Some of this 

air crossing the feeder-breaker flows into the LOXC through Entry 4, which can impact 

dust concentrations in face areas on the left side of the unit because dust from haulage 

units discharging their loads becomes entrained in the airflow. Mining height ranged 

from 104 to 211 inches resulting in significant air quantities at lower velocities causing 

airborne dust to remain in the face area for extended periods. Thus, the need for adequate 

check curtain installation and preventative dust control measures at the feeder-breaker 

dump point and along haulage routes is critical.  

 

LC ventilation study results point to the difficulty in supplying adequate air quantities at 

the ELC in high mining height (HMH) and in entries where the face is over 100 feet past 

the LOXC. Installing LC in HMH areas typically results in large and frequent gaps 

between the LC and the mine roof and floor. These gaps can significantly reduce the 

amount of air reaching the ELC by allowing air to short circuit to the return side of the 

LC.  Figure 13 shows that in one instance a 31% increase in ELC volume was achieved 

by closing gaps along the top and at the end of the LC in the LOXC. The velocity at the 

ELC also increased resulting in improved face ventilation for methane dilution of idle 

mining faces. A second idle face was first surveyed “as-found” and subsequently after 

several gaps in the LC were closed.  Results are shown in Figure 14. In the “as-found” 

condition the ELC velocity was approximately 30-35 fpm which is below the 

anemometer measurement range.  After several gaps between the curtain and the roof and 

floor were closed along the 121-ft length of LC extending beyond the LOXC, the 

anemometer recorded 50-60 fpm at the end of the ELC.  

 

Ventilation surveys while the CM was operating focused on CM scrubber operation and 

HUs entering, loading, and exiting the face area and their effects on ELC air velocity. 

Respirable dust concentrations along the LC length were also studied. HU movement had 

a very significant impact on ELC velocities and a variable impact on dust concentrations 

behind the LC. The overall impact of the HU entering, being loaded, and exiting a cut 

when the face is around 50 feet past the LOXC is shown in Table 7. ELC velocity at three 

heights above the mine floor when the face is around 75 feet past the LOXC is shown in 

Table 8. In general, air velocities are lower at greater heights and air velocity at the ELC 

increased about 53% when the HU exits the cut. In one instance, the amount of time that 

elapsed from when the CM conveyor shuts off (end of loading) until HUs pass the LOXC 

rib-line averaged about 8 seconds and average wait time between HUs was 79 seconds. 

The time required for ELC air velocity to stabilize was sometimes more than the wait 

time between HUs. In another instance when the face was about 120 feet past the LOXC, 

a 63% increase in ELC air velocity was noted when HUs exited the cut (see Table 9).  
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This is attributed to longer times required for HUs to exit the face area, which averaged 

about 18.2 seconds.  Data from LC ventilation surveys were used to validate CFD 

modeling, design a CM spray system, and develop a training program to stress the 

importance of good LC installation practices for both dust control and methane dilution. 

 

Initial Design of SIUC Innovative Spray System (SIU-ISS): Ventilation and dust survey 

data along with observations made during mine visits were used to design a spray system 

for a Joy Model 12CM27 CM operating with and without a wet-head drum in mining 

heights ranging from 10 to 14 feet. Several deficiencies were noted in the present spray 

system that significantly contributed to dust escaping the face area. Spacing between 

spray blocks on top of the cutter head (see Figure 15(a)) was 29 inches leaving two large 

areas for dust to escape through. Also, side cutter boom sprays were very close to bit ring 

sprays (see Figure 15(b)) and oriented in a manner that a portion of the spray cone 

deflected off the cutter boom side covers. The inside nozzle of the rear top cutter boom 

spray block on each side was so positioned that about half the spray cone was impacting 

the side of the cutter boom frame (see Figure 15(b)). The effectiveness of these sprays 

was greatly reduced as a result of spray cone distortion. 

 

Ventilation surveys showed air exiting the ELC in high mining heights to be at relatively 

low velocities due to the large cross-sectional area associated with such heights. Both 

visual observations and CFD modeling indicate that most of the LC air volume does not 

reach far beyond the ELC and loses velocity very quickly (see Figure 13). Field data 

indicate that about 55-60% of the total volume at the ELC extends to about 15 feet past 

the ELC. CFD modeling with ELC volumes of 6,000; 7,000; and 8,000 cfm and with or 

without the scrubber operating indicates that air at the ELC tends to turn quickly and exit 

the cut on the return side of the LC. A schematic of the model geometry is shown in 

Figure A1 and model results are presented in Figures A2-A7. This phenomenon 

associated with high mining heights indicates the importance of confining airborne dust 

at or near the face area so it can be captured by the scrubber. Since scrubber suction inlets 

have limited capturing capability and their proximity to dust near the roof is greater, the 

need for containing dust at the face and around the cutter drum for longer periods of time 

is imperative to good dust control practices. Thus, SLD sprays were oriented to provide 

additional coverage over the top of the CM cutter drum and TLD sprays were engineered 

to provide an adequate hydraulic seal to about 14 feet of mining height. Engineering SLD 

and TLD sprays also took into account the volume of water consumed leaving a portion 

of the total allowable water volume for FLD sprays to prevent airborne dust escaping the 

face area from being pulled into the scrubber exhaust (see Figures 16 and 17).  

 

Data collected by cascade impactors as a function of distance from the CM are presented 

in Figures 18 and 19 and show that at 50 feet downwind, dust less than 1 µm constitutes 

25-40% of total dust.  It increases to about 40% at 80 feet downwind and to about 75% at 

100 feet downwind. This confirms that at lower air velocities associated with HMH, 

smaller dust particles remain airborne; however, it was also found that the percentage of 

respirable dust (less than 10 µm) drops from about 80% at 50 feet to 70-75% at 100 feet. 

Thus, some larger fine dust particles are settling out in the low air velocity environment. 
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First Demonstration of SIU-ISS: An initial demonstration of the SIU-ISS was conducted 

at Mine B in 2012.  Baseline data was collected for two WHMs operating in the same 

gate entry development unit. One CM mined belt and IN entries and the second CM 

mined the RT entry. Three cuts of data were collected from each CM. After collecting 

baseline data, a temporary SIU-ISS was installed on the RT WHM (hereafter identified as 

WHM-ISS).  It was a partial system that included only TLD top and side chassis sprays 

attached to the CM using magnetic bases (see Figure 20(a)).  

 

In total, nine cuts of WHM data (six during baseline sampling and three during 

comparative sampling) and five cuts of WHM-ISS data were collected. The WHM made 

two Straight Initial cuts, six Straight Deep cuts, and one XC Right Hole-thru cut. The 

WHM-ISS made one Straight Initial cut, one Straight Deep cut, two XC Right Hole-thru 

cuts, and one XC Left Hole-thru cut. Results are summarized in Table 10 and indicate 

reductions at CMO, HUO, and RT locations of 17.9%, 55.5%, and 3.1%, respectively, 

based on gravimetric sampling; and 23.4%, 67.9%, and -19.5%, respectively, based on 

PDM sampling. These results are a compilation of all sampling.  Results for Straight 

Initial and Straight Deep cut types are also shown in Table 10 and indicate that the 

WHM-ISS significantly reduced dust concentrations versus the WHM at all sampling 

locations for the Straight Initial cut type and at the CMO sampling location for the 

Straight Deep cut type. High dust concentrations at HUO and RT locations during WHM-

ISS sampling are attributed to different mining geometries during Straight Deep cuts as 

shown in Figures A8-A14. 

 

Ventilation data are presented in Table 11 and show slightly higher intake and return 

volumes during WHM-ISS sampling, yet ELC volumes were about 1,700 cfm lower. 

Time study data in Table 12 shows similar loading rates for each CM. The wait time 

between HUs was lower by 13 seconds during WHM-ISS sampling. The interval the 

scrubber was off between HUs for WHM was longer than for WHM-ISS and this may be 

attributed to the shorter wait time between HUs.  

 

WHM Evaluation: At the request of the company, after the WHM-ISS was tested, a 

secondary evaluation was conducted with drum sprays operating at three different 

pressures: normal of 110 psi (WHM), reduced to 45 psi (WHMR), and minimal flow 

(DHM).  The DHM case had just enough flow to protect rotary seals. WHM sprays used 

about 79 gpm for dust control. Of this, about 37 gpm went to 41 BD-3 chassis sprays 

operating at 90 psi and 0.90 gpm. The remainder (42 gpm) went to 70 Minnovation 

74452/15 wet-head bit sprays operating at 100 psi and 0.63 gpm.  

 

For this study, data were collected for three DHM cuts one cut each for the WHM and the 

WHMR as shown in Figures A15-A17. Since WHM data were limited during this study, 

previous WHM sampling data collected under controlled conditions were included in 

comparing WHM and DHM. Results comparing gravimetric (GRAV) and time-weighted 

average PDM (PDM-TWA) data are summarized in Table 13. While the limited data is 

not statistically defensible, it provides a meaningful comparison summarized as follows: 
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 Comparing DHM to WHM at the CMO location, the average dust reduction was 

3.7% and -11.4%, respectively for GRAV and PDM-TWA sampling. DHM vs. 

WHMR and WHMR vs. WHM comparisons are based on only one cut, so they are 

not reported here, but included in Table 13 for completeness. 

 Comparing DHM to WHM at the HUO location, the average difference in dust 

concentration was -24.6% and -31.4%, respectively for GRAV and PDM-TWA 

sampling (meaning an increase in dust concentration for the DHM). 

 Comparing DHM to WHM at the RT location, the average dust reduction was 

29.2% and 32.5%, respectively for GRAV and PDM-TWA sampling. 

 The WHM’s impact on respirable dust at the CMO location is not significant when 

adequate LC air volume is available. At other locations, data is insufficient to make 

a statistically confident assessment. 

  

Second Demonstration of SIU-ISS: After reviewing results from WHM-ISS testing, the 

company requested an additional demonstration to determine the effectiveness of SLD 

sprays. Since magnetic bases could not be used to hold spray nozzles in position at the 

top of the cutter head, temporary spray blocks were designed, fabricated, and installed on 

the CM between existing blocks as shown in Figure 20(b). The same temporary TLD 

sprays from the WHM-ISS demonstration were also used. Temporary FLD sprays were 

also installed, but they were used for only one partial cut due to a mechanical breakdown.  

After these installations (hereafter identified as WHM-SIUC2), a demonstration was 

conducted in 2013 with data collected for five cuts to compare with three cuts of data 

from a conventional WHM. The WHM-SIUC2 made two Straight Initial cuts and three 

Straight Deep cuts while the conventional WHM made one Straight Initial cut and two 

Straight Deep cuts. The mine geometry for each cut is presented in Figures A18-A21. 

Results from this demonstration are shown in Table 14 and summarized as follows: 

  

 At the CMO location, GRAV and PDM-TWA results show 85.4% and 78.6% 

reductions in dust concentrations, respectively, with the WHM-SIUC2. 

 At the HUO location, PDM-TWA data indicates a 62.4% reduction in dust 

concentration with the WHM-SIUC2 while GRAV data shows a 135% increase.  
The increase is attributed to an anomalous condition. During sampling of WHM 

Cut 2, there was a 10.2 ft
2
 gap in the LC at the HUO sampling location which led 

to the sampling package being exposed mostly to intake air. During idle 

conditions, airflow through the gap was 147 fpm resulting in over 1,500 cfm of air 

leakage. This volume increased significantly when HUs exited the cut and stalled 

to almost nothing as HUs entered the cut. The PDM saw these conditions only 

momentarily as the HU traveled toward the CM, but the GRAV samplers were 

ineffective as they were exposed to mostly intake air.  

 GRAV data at RTR and RTL locations indicate that the WHM-SIUC2 reduced 

dust by 38.9% and 34.6%, respectively. PDM-TWA data shows reductions of 

10.3% and 16.1%.  Since RT locations are least affected by variables such as cut 

type, cut length, etc. that can significantly impact dust concentrations at other 

locations, RT results are a more reliable indicator of actual dust reductions.  

 Time study data in Table 15 shows that average wait time between HUs during 

WHM-SIUC2 sampling was 12 seconds less than during WHM sampling and 
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average load time per HU during WHM-SIUC2 sampling was 17 seconds less 

than during WHM sampling. This resulted in an average loading rate of 6.61 tons 

per minute for the WHM-SIUC2 and 5.74 tons per minute for the WHM. Out-of-

seam dilution was 63.3% for the WHM-SIUC2 and 61.1% for the WHM. 

 During one shift of the WHM-SIUC2 demonstration, an MSHA inspector was 

present and commented on the positive impact the SIU-ISS made on visibility in 

the face area. 

 

Designing SIU-ISS for CMs With and Without Wet-head Sprays: At the mining 

company’s request, two innovative spray systems were developed, one for a CM with a 

wet-head drum and one for a conventional dry-head drum. Specifications for the two 

systems are given in Tables B4 and B5 and the location of sprays are shown in Figures 16 

and 17. The SIU-ISS with a wet-head drum uses 46 chassis sprays and 60 pick sprays on 

the cutting drum resulting in total water volume of 66.6 gpm. This is only 1.7 gpm (2.5%) 

more than the conventional wet-head CM. The SIU-ISS redistributes 65.8% of the total 

water volume to the chassis sprays compared to 59.6% for the conventional system. The 

dry-head design uses 63 chassis sprays at 59.1 gpm to increase spray density across the 

top and sides of the cutter head. Additional FLD sprays are used to minimize dust 

escaping over the top of the CM. The dry-head system represents 6 gpm (11%) decrease 

in total water volume versus the conventional wet-head CM. In areas where the mine 

floor becomes incompetent when wetted, this can be an important advantage. Another 

important aspect of the SIU-ISS is the relocation and complete coverage surrounding the 

cutter drum and loading pan that gives the scrubber more opportunity to capture dust. The 

project team then aided the mining company in preparing amended dust control plans by 

providing specifications and detailed drawings of the SIU-ISS for use with or without the 

wet-head drum. At the end of the project, use of the SIU-ISS was submitted to MSHA as 

part of the company’s dust control plan aimed at complying with new dust regulations. 

 

Dust Control Training Program 
 

Two members of the project team attended the 36
th

 Annual Mine Trainers Association 

Conference on September 6, 2013 to gain knowledge on development and presentation 

techniques that result in a good training program. Then a program was developed to train 

face personnel on best practices for dust control. The program focuses on intake dust, 

dust by cut type, impact of mining habits, dust from cutting roof, location of personnel, 

and airflow patterns illustrated by CFD models.  

 

A 56-slide presentation was presented to one of the cooperating company’s mine safety 

and training personnel on April 6, 2014. The session lasted more than three hours and 

was titled “Training the Trainers.” The intent of the session was to transfer information to 

mine training personnel that would be subsequently presented to face personnel during 

annual refresher training. The program was modified by the company’s trainers to 

develop a shorter duration presentation for use in safety talks given prior to the start of 

each shift when dust sampling is to be conducted. Mine management reported that they 

observed numerous positive impacts that resulted from this training.  
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CFD Modeling 

 

Results of CFD modeling are presented according to cut types. Air velocity contours in a 

horizontal plane 5 feet above ground level (corresponding to the height of a miner’s 

breathing zone) were plotted for each of the 72 models to identify low air velocity zones 

(LAV), recirculation zones (RC), and general airflow patterns in the face area and LOXC. 

In addition, air recirculating back to the face area from the LOXC was also analyzed. 

 

Straight Initial Cut:  

 

Box Cut LMH (Models A1-A3): CM positioning is for a 10-ft deep box cut with mining 

height of 8 feet. The three models represent QLC/QS ratios described previously. Velocity 

contours shown in Figures A22-A24 were analyzed to locate RC zones. Two RC zones 

are created due to the high pressure exerted by the scrubber exhaust. One is directly 

behind the CM (Zone 2); the other is in the RT XC (Zone 3). The HUO is likely to be 

exposed to high concentrations of dust in both areas during loading and staging. A third 

RC zone, Zone 1, is seen in the face area on the left-hand side of the CM, which is a 

concern because of possible recirculation of methane and dust. The size of RC Zone 1 is 

similar for all three models. Figures A22-A24 also identify LAV zones (colored areas) by 

showing velocity contours between 0 and 0.3 m∙s
-1

. LAV zones are seen in the left corner 

of the face area (Zone 1) and on the outside of the LC (Zone 4).  LAV Zone 1 decreases 

in size as QLC/QS increases; however, the combination of LAV and RC in this zone can 

lead to methane and dust accumulations that may not disperse quickly due to LAV. LAV 

Zone 4 also reduces in size as QLC/QS increases. When less air is exiting the ELC, more 

air will be drawn to and flow along the return side of the LC to satisfy the scrubber 

discharge capacity (boundary condition).  

 

Box Cut HMH (Models A4-A6): CM positioning is for a 10-ft deep box cut with mining 

height of 14 feet. Velocity contours in Figures A25-A27 identify RC and LAV zones. RC 

Zone 1 and 3 are in similar locations as the LMH models and have the same effects in the 

face area. The RC zone immediately behind the CM is not present in HMH model. LAV 

zones occur on both sides of the LC (Zone 4), in the face area (Zone 1), and in the RT 

entry (Zone 3). LAV Zone 1 does not change as QLC/QS increases. Hence, even a QLC/QS 

of 1.15 is not high enough to diffuse the LAV in that area. Combinations of LAV and RC 

seem to occur in Zones 1 and 3, which could result in dust and methane accumulations.  

HUOs traveling through or staging in the area of Zone 3 could be exposed to high dust 

levels. Velocity contours show a decrease in air velocity on the outside of the LC as 

QLC/QS increases because scrubber discharge capacity is satisfied from QLC alone and RC 

zones tend to decrease. 

 

Comparing LMH vs. HMH for Straight Initial Box Cuts: Observations are as follows: 

 

1) All models show RC and LAV in the left corner of the face area (Zone 1) caused by 

negative pressure from insufficient ELC air needed to satisfy the scrubber. This 

combination of RC and LAV occurring around the same location could cause 
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methane to accumulate and result in a high dust exposure.  Increasing the ELC 

volume would be beneficial to minimize this effect.   

2) RC Zone 2 occurs for LMH, but is not present in HMH models. LAV and RC in this 

area may expose the HUO to high dust concentrations during loading.  LAV is 

present on the intake side of the LC for HMH due to the large cross-sectional area.  

3) RC Zone 3 is observed for all models, but it occurs at slightly different locations. 

Zone 3 occurs in the RT entry closer to the center of the LOXC for the LMH, but it 

occurs farther into the LOXC RT entry for the HMH. LAV is present in the LOXC 

RT entry for HMH models due to the larger cross-sectional area.  

 

Slab Cut LMH (Models B1-B3): CM positioning is for slab cuts that follow box cuts in 

Models A1-A3 with mining height of 8 feet. Velocity contours in Figures A28-A30 

identify RC and LAV zones similarly located to the box cut models where HUOs may be 

exposed to high dust concentrations. There are two additional RC zones that occur next to 

the LC (Zone 4) and in the box cut opening (Zone 5). RC Zone 5 is created due to the 

negative pressure applied by the scrubber suction inlet. Recirculating air with high dust 

concentrations could be pulled from Zone 5 into the area behind the CM as HUOs exit 

the face area. LAV zones in the box cut (Zone 5), on the outside of the LC (Zone 4), and 

behind the CM (Zone 2) result from very little air at the ELC being unable to reach into 

the box cut. For LAV Zone 4, air velocity increases as QLC/QS decreases.  

 

Slab Cut LMH (Models B4-B6):  CM positioning is for slab cuts that follow box cuts in 

Models A4-A6 with mining height of 14 feet. Figures A31-A33 identify RC and LAV 

zones. RC Zone 5 is seen in the face area from the negative pressure generated by the 

scrubber suction inlet. RC Zone 3 in the RT entry is created by positive pressure exerted 

by the scrubber exhaust. LAV zones exist in the face area (Zone 5), inside and outside of 

the LC (Zone 4), and in the RT entry (Zone 3). RC and LAV zones occurring 

simultaneously in Zone 5 create the potential for high dust concentrations. 

  

Comparing LMH vs. HMH for Straight Initial Slab Cuts: Observations are as follows: 

 

1) RC and LAV occur in Zone 5 for all models. A combination of RC and LAV in the 

same area is a cause for concern since the aerosol disperses slowly.  

2) For HMH, RC and LAV zones exist in the RT entry, which is a concern for HUOs.  

3) LAV Zone 3 is much smaller for LMH than for HMH due to cross-sectional areas.  

 

Straight Deep Cut:  

 

Box Cut LMH (Models C1-C3): CM positioning is for a 10-ft deep box cut similar to the 

Straight Initial cut models, but the face at the start of the cut is over 40 feet past the 

LOXC. Figures A34-A36 show RC zones in the face area beside the CM (Zone 1) and 

behind the CM (Zone 2). RC Zone 2 may expose HUOs to high dust concentrations.  

Figures A34-A36 also identify LAV zones for all three models. The size of LAV Zone 1 

changes very slightly as QLC/QS changes.  Furthermore, similar to box cut models, RC 

and LAV occur simultaneously in Zone 1, which may increase dust concentrations in that 
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area that will diffuse at a very slow rate since only a small amount of air from the ELC 

travels to this zone. LAV Zone 3 in the RT entry is similar to box cut models. 

 

Box Cut HMH (Models C4-C6): CM positioning is for a 10-ft deep box cut at a face over 

40 feet past the LOXC with mining height of 14 feet. Figures A37-A39 show RC and 

LAV zones in the face area (Zone 1) and LAV zones on the inside and outside of the LC 

(Zone 4) and in the RT entry (Zone 3). Velocity contours show a slight improvement in 

LAV Zone 1 as QLC/QS increases. The combination of LAV and RC in Zone 1 is 

repeated.  LAV Zones 3 and 4 could negatively affect HUO dust exposure. 

 

Slab Cut LMH (Models D1-D3): CM positioning is for slab cuts that follow box cuts in 

Models C1-C3 with mining height of 8 feet. Figures A40-A42 show RC and LAV zones. 

RC zones exist in the entry behind the CM (Zone 2) and in the box cut area (Zone 5). 

There are two RCs in Zone 2 and the one near the LOXC reduces in size as QLC 

increases.  Dust concentration is likely to increase in Zone 5.  LAV zones exist on the 

outside of the LC in the LOXC (Zone 4) and in the box cut (Zone 5) and change very 

little for different QLC values. Both RC and LAV occur in Zone 5. HUOs may experience 

high dust exposure in Zone 4. 

 

Slab Cut HMH (Models D4-D6): CM positioning is for slab cuts that follow box cuts in 

Models C4-C6 with mining height of 14 feet. Figures A43-A45 show LAV zones behind 

the CM (Zone 2), along the RT entry (Zone 3), inside and outside the LC in the LOXC 

(Zone 4), and in the box cut (Zone 5). LAV Zone 5 improves very little as QLC increases. 

LAV Zone 3 increases in size as QLC increases similar to LMH models. 

  

Comparing LMH vs. HMH for Straight Deep Box and Slab Cuts: Observations are as 

follows: 

 

1) The combination of RC and LAV in Zone 1 is similar to Straight Initial box cut 

models with the same effect of causing dust to accumulate and disperse at a very 

slow rate from the face area.  

2) RC Zone 2 shows air returning from LOXC to the face area decreases as QLC/QS 

increases for LMH and HMH. The quantity of air returning to the face area is much 

lower for HMH in comparison to the LMH for all three QLC/QS ratios.  

3) LAV Zone 3 exists for all models and its size increases as QLC/QS increases due to 

the LC have greater effect and generating higher air velocity beyond the ELC when 

compared to air traveling at lower velocity. LAV Zone 3 is much larger for HMH as 

compared to LMH due to the larger cross-sectional area. 

 

XC Turned Right: 

 

Box Cut LMH (Models E1-E3): CM positioning is such that it has turned into the box cut 

to the point of being perpendicular to the entry. Figures A46-A48 show RC and LAV 

zones including a RC zone in the face area (Zone 1) and two behind the CM (Zone 2). A 

smaller RC zone exists near the rear of the CM on the left side. The zone in the face area 

seems to slowly disappear as QLC increases. LAV zones occur in the face area (Zone 1), 
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in the entry between the XC being turned and the LOXC (Zone 6), and in the LOXC RT 

entry (Zone 3).  LAV zones in the face area improve as QLC increases.  A significant 

improvement to LAV zones is also seen for Zones 3 and 6 as QLC increases. HUOs are 

likely to be exposed to dust within Zones 3 and 6. 

 

Box Cut HMH (Models E4-E6): CM positioning is the same as for LMH.  Figures A49-

A51 show RC and LAV zones. Two RC zones are observed behind the CM (Zone 2), 

which are caused by the scrubber discharge pressure. LAV zones occur in the face area 

(Zone 1), RT entry by the LOXC (Zone 3), and in the entry between the XC being turned 

and the LOXC (Zone 6). There is a slight change in LAV Zone 1 size with increasing 

QLC. HUOs may be exposed to high dust concentration in Zones 3 and 6. 

 

Comparing LMH vs. HMH for XC Turned Right Box Cuts: Observations are as follows: 

 

1) RC occurs in zone 1 only for LMH but not for HMH.  

2) LAV zones are larger in HMH than in LMH.  

3) Zone 2 recirculating air returns to the face, but the quantity of returning air is much 

lower for HMH than for LMH and it decreases as QLC/QS increases in both cases.  

 

Slab Cut LMH (Models F1-F3): CM positioning is fully into the cut and perpendicular to 

the entry. Figures A52-A54 show two RC zones behind the CM (Zone 2), one in the box 

cut opening (Zone 5), and one in the entry between the XC being turned and the LOXC 

(Zone 6). The size of RC Zone 6 reduces in size as QLC increases. HUOs may be exposed 

to dust recirculating in Zones 2 and 6. LAV zones exist around the LOXC by the LC 

(Zone 4), inside the box cut opening (Zone 5), and in the entry between the XC being 

turned and the LOXC (Zone 6). The size of LAV Zone 5 changes very little for different 

QLC values. Furthermore, RC and LAV occur simultaneously in Zone 5. LAV in Zone 6 

gets worse as QLC increases possibly exposing the HUOs to high dust concentrations. 

 

Slab Cut HMH (Models F4-F6): CM positioning is the same as for LMH. Figures A55-

A57 show RC and LAV zones. LAV zones are seen in the RT entry (Zone 3), inside the 

LOXC by the LC (Zone 4), in the box cut (Zone 5), and in the entry between the XC 

being turned and the LOXC (Zone 6). LAV Zone 5 improves very little as QLC increases. 

LAV Zones 3 and 6 decreases only slightly as QLC increases. LAV Zone 4 shows no 

significant change for different QLC/QS values. RC and LAV occur together in Zone 5. 

 

Comparing LMH vs. HMH for XC Turned Right Slab Cuts: Observations are as follows: 

 

1) As QLC increases, the size of LAV Zones 3 and 6 reduce slightly for HMH and 

significantly for LMH.   

2) The size of LAV Zones 3, 4, and 6 are significantly larger for HMH than for LMH. 

 

XC Right Hole-thru: 

 

Slab Cut LMH (Models G1-G3): The CM is positioned to make the final slab cut in the 

XC with the box cut not yet holed through to the adjacent entry to prevent a sudden 
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inflow of air and a change in airflow patterns over the CM. Figures A58-A60 show RC 

and LAV zones.  RC zones are found behind the CM (Zone 2) and in the XC-entry 

intersection (Zone 7) that could affect HUO dust exposure. LAV is found in the face area 

(Zone 5) and in the entry between the XC being mined and the LOXC (Zone 6). HUOs 

will travel through Zone 6 with the potential to increase their dust exposure. 

 

Slab Cut HMH (Models G4-G6):  CM positioning is the same as for LMH. RC and LAV 

zones are similar to LMH and are shown in Figures A61-A63. LAV Zone 5 may have 

high dust concentrations, but they should dissipate since no RC is present. Zone 7 may 

have more exposure risk since dust will accumulate and dissipate at a very slow rate.  

 

Comparing LMH vs. HMH for XC Right Hole-thru Slab Cuts: Observations are as 

follows: 

 

1) RC Zones 2 and 7 exist for both mining heights while Zone 6 only exists for HMH.  

2) LMH and HMH models both have LAV Zones 5, 6, and 7. The size of LAV zones 

decreases as QLC increases for both LMH and HMH; however, the size of LAV 

zones is larger for HMH than for LMH. 

 

Box Cut LMH (Models H1-H3): The CM is positioned to mine the last 2 feet of coal and 

hole through the box cut into the adjacent entry. Figures A64-A66 show RC zones in the 

face area (Zone 1), behind the CM (Zone 2), and in the XC-entry intersection (Zone 7). 

Dust concentration is likely to be high in all zones, but is likely to be dispersed quickly in 

Zone 2 since the velocity there is much higher. LAV zones are seen in the entry between 

the XC being mined and the LOXC (Zone 6) and in Zones 1 and 7. RC and LAV occur 

together in Zones 1 and 7. LAV Zone 6 reduces in size as QLC increases, but it is still 

likely to increase HUO dust exposure. 

 

Box Cut HMH (Models H4-H6): CM positioning is the same as for LMH. RC zones 

shown in Figures A67-A69 are similar to LMH. HUOs are likely to be exposed to high 

dust concentrations in Zones 2 and 7. LAV Zones 1, 6, and 7 decrease in size with 

increasing QLC. RC and LAV occur together in Zones 1 and 7. LAV Zones 6 and 7 can 

expose HUOs to high dust concentrations. 

 

Comparing LMH vs. HMH for XC Right Hole-thru Box Cuts: Observations are as 

follows: 

 

1) RC and LAV zones are similar for LMH and HMH. 

2) The size of LAV zones decreases as QLC increases; however, the size of RC and 

LAV zones is larger for HMH than for LMH.  

 

XC Left Head-on: 

 

Box Cut LMH (Models I1-I3): The CM is positioned perpendicular to the entry and is 

fully into the XC left having attacked it head-on from the completed XC right.  RC and 

LAV zones are seen in Figures A70-A72. RC zones are similar to the first box cut in the 
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XC right. HUOs see higher dust exposure in Zone 2 and LAVs in Zones 6 and 7. LAV 

Zones 1, 6, and 7 decrease slightly in size as QLC increases.  

 

Box Cut HMH (Models I4-I6): CM positioning is the same as for LMH. RC and LAV 

zones in Figures A73-A75 are similar to those seen in LMH. LAV zones decrease in size 

as QLC increases. 

 

Comparing LMH vs. HMH for XC Left Head-on Box Cuts: Observations are as follows: 

 

1) RC Zones 1 and 2 occur in the same area for LMH and HMH. The HMH RC moves 

farther away from the CM as QLC increases, but it does not change for the LMH.  

2) LAV zones also occur in the same area for LMH and HMH, but are larger for the 

HMH. The size of LAV zones decreases as QLC increases for all models.  

 

Slab Cut LMH (Models J1-J3): The CM is positioned perpendicular to the entry and is 

fully into the XC left.  Figures A76-A78 shows RC and LAV zones in the existing box 

cut (Zone 5), behind the scrubber discharge (Zone 2), and in the entry between the XC 

being mined and the LOXC (Zone 6). RC locations change slightly as QLC increases. 

LAV Zones 5 and 6 decrease in size as QLC increases. 

 

Slab Cut HMH (Models J4-J6): CM positioning is the same as for LMH. Figures A79-

A81 show RC and LAV zones that are similar to LMH except for RC Zone 8. HUOs will 

be exposed in RC Zones 2, 6, and 8. Zones 5, 6, and 8 have both RC and LAV; and LAV 

reduces slightly as QLC increases. 

  

Comparing LMH vs. HMH for XC Left Head-on Slab Cuts: Observations are as follows: 

 

1) RC Zones 2, 5, and 6 occur for both LMH and HMH models. RC Zone 8 is present 

only for HMH. 

2) LMH and HMH models show LAV Zones 5, 6, and 8 that decrease in size as QLC 

increases.  The area of these zones is larger for HMH than for LMH.  

 

XC Left Hole-thru:  

 

Slab Cut LMH (Models K1-K3): The CM is positioned to make the final slab cut in the 

XC with the box cut not yet holed through to the adjacent entry. Figures A82-A84 shows 

RC zones in the box cut at the face (Zone 5), behind the CM (Zone 2), and in the entry 

between the XC being mined and the LOXC (Zone 7).  Zones 2 and 6 can expose HUOs 

to high dust concentrations. LAV zones exist in the box cut at the face (Zone 5) and in 

the entry between the XC being mined and the LOXC (Zone 6). 

 

Slab Cut HMH (Models K4-K6): CM positioning is the same as for LMH. RC zones 

shown in Figures A85-A87 occur in the same areas as the LMH except for Zone 8 with 

Zones 2, 6, and 8 negatively impacting HUO exposure. LAV Zones 5 and 6 reduce 

slightly as QLC increases. RC and LAV occur together in Zones 5 and 6.   
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Comparing LMH vs. HMH for XC Left Hole-thru Slab Cuts: Observations are as follows: 

 

1) RC Zones 2, 5, and 6 are present for LMH and HMH. HMH also has Zone 8.  

2) Both LMH and HMH models have LAV Zones 5 and 6 and they improve as QLC 

increases. LAV covers more area in HMH than in the LMH. 

 

Box Cut LMH (Models L1-L3): The CM is positioned to mine the last 2 feet of coal and 

hole through the box cut into the adjacent entry. Figures A88-A90 show RC zones in the 

face area (Zone 1), behind the CM (Zone 2), and in the entry between the XC being 

mined and the LOXC (Zone 6). Dust is likely to concentrate in all of these zones, but it is 

likely to disperse quickly in Zone 2 since air velocities are higher there. Zones 2, 6, and 8 

could affect HUO dust exposure. RC and LAV occur together in Zones 1, 2, 6, and 8. 

LAV Zone 6 reduces in size as QLC increases. 

 

Box Cut HMH (Models L4-L6): CM positioning is the same as for LMH. RC and LAV 

zones for all three models are shown in Figures A91-A93.  They are similar to the LMH.  

LAV zones decrease in size as QLC increases. 

 

Comparing LMH vs. HMH for XC Left  Hole-thru Box Cuts: Observations are as follows: 

 

1) The size of LAV zones decreases as QLC increases for all models; however, LAV 

zones for HMH are much larger than for LMH.  

 

Effects of RC on HUO Locations: CFD models in this project depict only the CM (with 

scrubber operating) positioned in the cut and airflow patterns for areas inby the LOXC 

that are established during periods between HU loading. This period can vary depending 

upon the type of HU used (ram car versus shuttle car), the distance between the face and 

the LOXC, and the staging point for waiting HUs. A longer wait time between HUs 

allows airflow patterns to reestablish to those represented in models. In HMH scenarios, 

the effect on airflow patterns of HUs entering and exiting a cut is less than in LMH 

scenarios; hence, the time to return to “wait time” airflow patterns is shortened. As seen 

in Figure 21(a), the location of the HUO while loading during a Straight Deep box cut is 

directly in the path of air exhausted by the scrubber that is recirculating back to the face 

area. The scrubber exhaust tends to pull “roll back” dust over the CM and into the 

exhaust airflow, thus increasing dust concentrations that subsequently reach the HUO. 

The HUO location for a Straight Deep slab cut is exposed to two RC zones as seen in 

Figure 21(b). When the CM is making the second cut in a XC Turned Right scenario, the 

HUO is again exposed to a RC zone caused by the scrubber exhaust as seen in Figure 

22(a). Since air velocity in this area is low in the HMH scenario, as seen in Figure 22(b), 

dust does not dissipate very quickly. The time between HUs is longer for this type of cut 

allowing “wait time” airflow patterns shown as model output to easily re-establish. These 

airflow characteristics can contribute significantly to elevated HUO dust exposure, 

especially for the first several seconds of loading. High dust concentrations in this 

location can offset the short duration of exposure time.  
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Effects of RC on CMO Locations: As shown in Figure 23(a), air at the ELC typically 

splits in three directions: 1) Towards the CM scrubber suction inlets, 2) Towards the coal 

face, and 3) Towards the scrubber exhaust. Air is pulled towards the scrubber exhaust due 

to the high positive pressure generated there. It creates a vacuum effect diverting ELC air 

away from its intended course and resulting in an insufficient amount of air traveling to 

the face area to satisfy scrubber capacity requirements. To achieve equilibrium, air 

exhausted by the scrubber returns to the face area drawn there by the scrubber’s suction 

inlets. This recirculating air was quantified as a part of CFD modeling and is plotted in 

Figure 23(b). This quantity is larger for LMH than for HMH, which is intuitive, but the 

amount of recirculation seems to decrease as QLC/QS increases. Air returning to the face 

area is higher in dust concentration than intake air at the ELC. Furthermore, this 

recirculating air will develop back pressure in the face area, which further reduces intake 

air at the ELC. Therefore, recirculation should be minimized for effective dust control. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

This project was concerned with dust control challenges and solutions in coal mining 

areas that are 12- to 14-ft high.  Major challenges in high mining areas include: 1) Poor 

line curtain installation with gaps near the roof and floor that reduce air volume reaching 

the face; 2) Low air velocity at the end of the line curtain that inhibits air from traveling 

much beyond the end of the line curtain and results in recirculation behind the line 

curtain; 3) Large amounts of dust being generated when cutting roof that overload the 

scrubber’s dust control capacity; 4) Larger areas in which to control dust and keep it from 

escaping the point of generation; 5) Longer periods of time required for dust that has 

escaped to exit the face area; and 6) Sprays that are not designed to reach high enough. 

 

This project has: 1) Developed a good understanding of airflow patterns in high mining 

areas using in-mine observations and CFD modeling of various types of CM cut patterns; 

2) Collected good field data on effects of leakage through curtains, haulage units entering 

and exiting the face area, and continuous miner scrubber operation on face ventilation 

and dust control; 3) Designed the SIUC Innovative Spray System for CMs in high mining 

areas at one cooperating mine with field demonstration of a temporary system performed 

for that company and MSHA professionals; 4) Used design principles developed for the 

first company to implement the SIUC Innovative Spray System on a CM at a second 

company’s mine in southern Illinois where it will be demonstrated as part of a separate 

on-going project; and 5) Developed a dust control training program for presentation to 

face personnel that is currently being utilized by multiple companies. 

 

Recommendations for continuing this research and transferring the technology to mine 

operators include: 1) Development of a “Dust Index” for different types of cuts which can 

be integrated into CM cut sequence optimization models for greater safety; 2) 

Disseminating field testing results  and offering a “Dust Control Training Program” at the 

2015 Illinois Mining Institute Annual Meeting; and 3) Working with spray systems 

design professionals to develop small volume sprays with greater reach at pressures less 

than 100 psi. 
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FIGURES 

 

 

Figure 1: WHM bit with pick spray. 

 

 

Figure 2: Plan view of wet-head miner conventional spray system. 

 

 

Figure 3: Elevation view of wet-head miner with conventional sprays 
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Figure 4: Dust sampling locations. 

 

 

Figure 5: Modeled CM and scrubber suction inlets and exhaust. 

 

  
(a)      (b) 

Figure 6: CFD modeling (a) face configuration and (b) geometry of cut types. 
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         (a) (b) (c)     

Figure 7: 2-D schematics of (a) straight, (b) XC right, and (c) XC left cut types. 

 

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 8: Mine A wettability as a function of (a) temperature and (b) contact time. 

 

 

Figure 9: Mine B coal wettability. 

 

  
 (a) (b) 

Figure 10: XRD results for (a) Mine A and (b) Mine B samples. 
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Figure 11: PSD for Mine B samples. 

 

 

Figure 12: Ventilation survey in main entry development unit of Mine A. 

 

 

Figure 13: End of line curtain airflow pattern characterization. 
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 (a) (b) 

Figure 14: ELC air volume and velocity for (a) as-found condition and                           

(b) after improved LC installation. 

 

  
 (a) (b) 

Figure 15: Conventional spray blocks on (a) side of cutter head and (b) top of cutter head. 
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Figure 16: Plan view of SIU-ISS for CM with wet-head sprays. 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Elevation views of SIU-ISS for CM with wet-head sprays:                          

(top) operator side and (bottom) scrubber side. 

 

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 18: PSD at 50 feet downwind of CM at Mine B: (a) RTR and (b) RTL. 
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Figure 19: Particle size distribution at 80 and 100 feet downwind of CM at Mine B. 

 

  
 (a) (b) 

Figure 20: Locations for (a) temporary TLD sprays and (b) temporary SLD spray block.  

 

   
(a)     (b) 

Figure 21: HUO location and RC zones during Straight Deep (a) box cut and (b) slab cut. 
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(a)      (b) 

Figure 22: HUO location during XC Turned Right: (a) RC zones and (b) LAV zones. 

 

  
 (a) (b) 

Figure 23: Results from (a) one CFD model showing air recirculation at ELC and          

(b) all CFD modeling showing quantities of recirculated air from LOXC to face area. 
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TABLES 

 

Table 1: Cascade impactor cut points (microns). 

Sierra (µm) Marples (µm) 

14.8 15 

9.8 14.8 

6 9.8 

3.5 6 

1.55 3.5 

0.93 1.55 

 0.93 

 0.52 

 

Table 2: ELC volume per QLC/QS ratio. 

QLC/QS Ratio ELC Volume (cfm) 

0.85:1 6,290 

1:1 7,400 

1.15:1 8,510 

 

Table 3: CFD model boundary conditions. 

Boundary Boundary Type Value 

Intake Mass flow inlet Q = 22,000 cfm (13.2 kg/s) 

Return Out flow Q = 22,000 cfm (13.2 kg/s) 

Roof and floor 
Standard wall function         

(no slip and no flow through) 
Roughness height = 3 in 

(0.0762 m) 

 

Table 4: Mine A ICP-AES results. 

Sample ID Si % Al % Ba ppm Ca % Cu ppm Fe % Mg % Pb ppm Zn ppm 

C-BB 1.31 1.23 23 1.38 45 3.06 0.1 13 47 

C-TB 2.01 1.17 37 0.6 35 0.65 0.14 9 156 

C-MB 0.88 0.85 15 1.62 35 1.34 0.47 4 22 

IR 3.66 8.85 266 2.47 215 2.73 0.79 20 2,191 

IF 4.91 9.96 176 0.67 68 1.85 0.86 17 37 

 

Table 5: Mine B ICP-AES results. 

Sample ID Si % Al % Ba ppm Ca % Cu ppm Fe % Mg % Pb ppm Zn ppm 

C-MB 0.94 0.94 57 1.85 41 0.29 0.07 6 23 

C-BB 1.58 1.96 130 2.37 48 0.26 0.14 60 80 

C-TB 2.16 1.81 43 0.94 49 0.82 0.14 6 27 

IR-TB 4.85 8.84 283 0.12 145 2.19 0.78 26 70 

IF-TB 5.49 9.96 204 0.1 152 2.21 0.86 14 71 
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Table 6: Quartz content of coal, roof, and floor strata for Mine A and Mine B. 

Material Type 
Percent (%) Quartz 

Mine A Mine B 

C-TB 1.7 1.6 

C-MB 1.1 3.7 

C-BB 2.7 2.8 

IR 9.7 8.3 

IF 12.5 9.2 

 

Table 7: Overall effect of HU on ELC air velocity with face 50 feet past LOXC. 

Event Air Velocity (fpm) 

HU exiting cut 235 

HU loading 197 

HU loading 217 

HU entering 0 

HU entering 75 

 

Table 8: ELC air velocities measured at different elevations during mining cycle           

with face 75 feet past LOXC. 

Elevation      
(inches) 

HU 
Approach 
Direction 

Air velocity (fpm) 

HU 
Loading 

HU 
Exiting 

Cutting between 
Loading HUs 

Idle – No HU 
or Scrubber 

60 From RT 177 
   

60 From IN 197 315 236 236 

30 From RT 177 
   

60 From IN 256 374 245 217 

60 From RT 276 
   

30 From RT 236 
   

84 From IN 236 
 

210 190 

30 From IN 236 
   

60 From IN 217 335 219 
 

84 From RT 256 
   
 

Table 9: ELC air velocities measured at different elevations during mining cycle          

with face 120 feet past LOXC. 

Elevation       
(inches) 

HU 
Approach 
Direction 

Air velocity (fpm) 

Load Exit Idle 

60 
   

98 

30 
   

136 

84 
   

79 

60 IN 217 335 59 

84 RT 236 394 25-59 

60 RT 217 
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Table 10: Dust concentration reduction results for the 2012 WHM-ISS demonstration. 

Location 

Straight Initial Cuts Straight Deep Cuts All Cuts 

Gravimetric 
PDM-
TWA 

Gravimetric 
PDM-
TWA 

Gravimetric 
PDM-
TWA 

CMO 99.7 90.7 25.3 22.6 17.9 23.4 

HUO 65.8 63.5 -8.4 38.0 55.5 67.9 

RTI 13.6 53.3 -46.0 -62.5 3.1 -19.5 

 

Table 11: Ventilation data for the 2012 WHM-ISS demonstration. 

All Cuts 
Air Volume (cfm) 

Intake Return LC  

WHM w/ ISS 22,407 21,541 7,271 

WHM w/o ISS 20,367 20,282 8,978 

 

Table 12: Loading rate data for the 2012 WHM-ISS demonstration. 

All 
Cuts 

Loading Rates and Times Scrubber Run Time  

Actual 
Loading 

Rate  
(tons/min) 

Mean 
Loading 

Rate 
(tons/min) 

Wait 
Time 

(min:sec) 

Load 
Time  

(min:sec) 

ON  
Interval 

(min:sec) 

 OFF 
Interval  

(min:sec) 

ON/OFF 
Ratio 

WHM 
w/ ISS 

16.93 6.85 1:43 1:09 3:38 1:35 2.55 

WHM  
w/o ISS 

16.41 6.87 1:56 1:08 3:04 2:01 1.67 

 

Table 13: Dust concentration comparisons for the 2012 WHM evaluation. 

Location 
DHM vs. WHM (%) DHM vs. WHMR (%) WHM vs. WHMR (%) 

Gravimetric PDM-TWA Gravimetric PDM-TWA Gravimetric PDM-TWA 

CMO 3.7 -11.4 70.7 55.0 69.6 59.6 

HUO -24.6 -31.4 48.4 25.9 58.6 43.6 

RT 29.2 32.5 58.7 71.2 41.6 57.3 

 

Table 14: Reductions in respirable dust for the 2013 WHM-SIUC2 demonstration. 

Sampling 
Method 

Percent (%) Reduction at Each Sampling Location 

CMO HUO RTR RTL 

PDM-TWA 85.4 62.4 10.3 16.1 

Gravimetric 78.6 -135.2 38.9 34.6 

 

Table 15: Ventilation and time study data for the 2013 WHM-SIUC2 demonstration. 

CM 

Air Volume During Loading 
(cfm) 

Cut Cycle Times 
(seconds) 

Intake Return LC Load Time Wait Time 

WHM-SIUC2 27,913 24,751 11,232 58 132 

WHM 29,217 28,100 12,220 75 144 
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DISCLAIMER STATEMENT 

 

This report was prepared by Dr. Y.P. Chugh of Southern Illinois University Carbondale, 

with support, in part, by grants made possible by the Illinois Department of Commerce 

and Economic Opportunity through the Office of Coal Development and the Illinois 

Clean Coal Institute.  Neither Dr. Chugh and Southern Illinois University Carbondale, 

nor any of its subcontractors, nor the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic 

Opportunity, Office of Coal Development, the Illinois Clean Coal Institute, nor any 

person acting on behalf of either: 

 

(A) Makes any warranty of representation, express or implied, with respect to the 

accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, 

or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this 

report may not infringe privately-owned rights; or 

 

(B) Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from 

the use of, any information, apparatus, method or process disclosed in this report. 

 

Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, 

trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its 

endorsement, recommendation, or favoring; nor do the views and opinions of authors 

expressed herein necessarily state or reflect those of the Illinois Department of 
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APPENDIX A – SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 

 

 

Figure A1: Schematic of area modeled for three ELC volumes. 

 

  
   (a)      (b) 

Figure A2: 6,000 cfm model: (a) ELC with fan OFF and (b) LAV zones. 

 

  
(a)      (b) 

Figure A3: 6,000 cfm model: (a) ELC with fan ON and (b) LAV zones. 
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(a)      (b) 

Figure A4: 7,000 cfm model: (a) ELC with fan OFF and (b) LAV zones. 

 

  
(a)      (b) 

Figure A5: 7,000 cfm model: (a) ELC with fan ON and (b) LAV zones. 

 

  
(a)      (b) 

Figure A6: 8,000 cfm model: (a) ELC with fan OFF and (b) LAV zones. 

 

  
(a)      (b) 

Figure A7: 8,000 cfm model: (a) ELC with fan ON and (b) LAV zones. 
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(a)     (b) 

Figure A8: 2012 study: (a) WHM Cut 1 and (b) WHM Cut 2. 

 

  
(a)     (b) 

Figure A9: 2012 study: (a) WHM Cut 3 and (b) WHM Cut 4. 
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(a)      (b) 

Figure A10: 2012 study: (a) WHM Cut 5 and (b) WHM Cut 6. 

 

  
(a)      (b) 

Figure A11: 2012 study: (a) WHM Cut 7 and (b) WHM Cut 8. 
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(a)       (b) 

Figure A12: 2012 Study: (a) WHM Cut 9 and (b) WHM-ISS Cut 1. 

 

  
(a)      (b) 

Figure A13: 2012 Study: (a) WHM-ISS Cut 2 and (b) WHM-ISS Cut 3. 
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(a)      (b) 

Figure A14: 2012 Study: (a) WHM-ISS Cut 4 and (b) WHM-ISS Cut 5. 

 

  
(a)      (b) 

Figure A15: 2012 Study: (a) DHM Cut 1 and (b) DHM Cut 2. 
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(a)      (b) 

Figure A16: 2012 Study: (a) DHM Cut 3 and (b) WHM Cut 1. 

 

 

Figure A17: 2012 Study: WHMR cut. 
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(a)      (b) 

Figure A18: 2013 Study: (a) WHM-SIUC2 Cut 1and (b) WHM-SIUC2 Cut 2. 

 

  
(a)     (b) 

Figure A19: 2013 Study: (a) WHM-SIUC2 Cut 3and (b) WHM-SIUC2 Cut 4. 
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(a)     (b) 

Figure A20: 2013 Study: (a) WHM-SIUC2 Cut 5and (b) WHM Cut 1. 

 

  
(a)      (b) 

Figure A21: 2013 Study: (a) WHM Cut 2and (b) WHM Cut 3. 
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Figure A22: Model A1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A23: Model A2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A24: Model A3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A25: Model A4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A26: Model A5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A27: Model A6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A28: Model B1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A29: Model B2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A30: Model B3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A31: Model B4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A32: Model B5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A33: Model B6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A34: Model C1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A35: Model C2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A36: Model C3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A37: Model C4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A38: Model C5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A39: Model C6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A40: Model D1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A41: Model D2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A42: Model D3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A43: Model D4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A44: Model D5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A45: Model D6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A46: Model E1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A47: Model E2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A48: Model E3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A49: Model E4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A50: Model E5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A51: Model E6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A52: Model F1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A53: Model F2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A54: Model F3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A55: Model F4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A56: Model F5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A57: Model F6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A58: Model G1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A59: Model G2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A60: Model G3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A61: Model G4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A62: Model G5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A63: Model G6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A64: Model H1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A65: Model H2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A66: Model H3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A67: Model H4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A68: Model H5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A69: Model H6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A70: Model I1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A71: Model I2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A72: Model I3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A73: Model I4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A74: Model I5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A75: Model I6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A76: Model J1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A77: Model J2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A78: Model J3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A79: Model J4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A80: Model J5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A81: Model J6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A82: Model K1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A83: Model K2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A84: Model K3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A85: Model K4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A86: Model K5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A87: Model K6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A88: Model L1 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A89: Model L2 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A90: Model L3 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A91: Model L4 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A92: Model L5 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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Figure A93: Model L6 RC zones (top) and LAV zones (bottom). 
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APPENDIX B – SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES 

 

Table B1: Air velocities used in ELC studies. 

Velocity at ELV w/ Fan Off Velocity at ELV w/ Fan On 
% Increase 

(cfm) (cfm) 

6,000 9,833 64% 

7,000 10,388 48% 

8,000 11,331 42% 

 

Table B2: CFD model descriptions. 

Model Series* Description of Cut Model Cut Position 

A1 – A2 – A3 30 ft. Straight Initial LMH Box cut 

A4 – A5 – A6 30 ft. Straight Initial HMH Box cut 

B1 – B2 – B3 30 ft. Straight Initial LMH Slab cut 

B4 – B5 – B6 30 ft. Straight Initial HMH Slab cut 

C1 – C2 – C3 80 ft. Straight Deep LMH Box cut 

C4 – C5 – C6 80 ft. Straight Deep HMH Box cut 

D1 – D2 – D3 80 ft. Straight Deep LMH Slab cut 

D4 – D5 – D6 80 ft. Straight Deep HMH Slab cut 

E1 – E2 – E3 30 ft. XC Turned Right LMH Box cut 

E4 – E5 – E6 30 ft. XC Turned Right HMH Box cut 

F1 – F2 – F3 30 ft. XC Turned Right LMH Slab cut 

F4 – F5 – F6 30 ft. XC Turned Right HMH Slab cut 

G1 – G2 – G3 60 ft. XC Right Hole-thru LMH Slab cut 

G4 – G5 – G6 60 ft. XC Right Hole-thru HMH Slab cut 

H1 – H2 – H3 60 ft. XC Right Hole-thru LMH Box cut 

H4 – H5 – H6 60 ft. XC Right Hole-thru HMH Box cut 

J1 – J2 – J3 30 ft. XC Left Head-on LMH Box cut 

J4 – J5 – J6 30 ft. XC Left Head-on HMH Box cut 

K1 – K2 – K3 30 ft. XC Left Head-on LMH Slab cut 

K4 – K5 – K6 30 ft. XC Left Head-on HMH Slab cut 

L1 – L2 – L3 60 ft. XC Left Hole-thru LMH Slab cut 

L4 – L5 – L6 60 ft. XC Left Hole-thru HMH Slab cut 

M1 – M2 – M3 60 ft. XC Left Hole-thru LMH Box cut 

M4 – M5 – M6 60 ft. XC Left Hole-thru LMH Box cut 

*Three models listed represent QLC:QS = 0.85:1, 1:1, and 1.15:1, respectively. 
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Table B3: Specification for wet-head CM with conventional spray system. 

Spray Block Location and Nozzle Type 
Number 

of 
Sprays 

Total Water 
Volume      
@ 90psi 
(gpm) 

Top cutter head - small rear block scrubber side – BD-3  3 2.7 

Top cutter head - scrubber side front block – BD-3 2 1.8 

Top cutter head - center block – BD-3 5 4.5 

Top cutter head - small rear block operator side – BD-3  3 1.8 

Top cutter head -operator side front block – BD-3 2 2.7 

Side cutter head - forward sprays scrubber side – BD-3 3 2.7 

Side cutter head - downward sprays operator side – BD-3 3 2.7 

Bit ring sprays - scrubber side – BD-3 3 2.7 

Bit ring sprays - operator side – BD-3 3 2.7 

Under cutter boom - scrubber side – BD-3 5 4.5 

Under cutter boom - operator side – BD-3 5 4.5 

Conveyor throat sprays – BD-5 4 6 

Drum sprays – Minnovation 74452/15 70 26.6 

Total 111 65.9 

Total chassis 41 39.3 

 

Table B4: Specification for wet-head CM with SIU-ISS. 

Spray Block Location and Nozzle Type 
Number 

of 
Sprays 

Total Water 
Volume      
@ 90psi 
(gpm) 

Top cutter head - small rear block scrubber side top row* – BD-3 1 0.9 

Top cutter head - small rear block scrubber side bottom row – BD-3  1 0.9 

Top cutter head - large block scrubber side top row – BD-3  3 2.7 

Top cutter head - large block scrubber side bottom row – BD-3 4 3.6 

Top cutter head - small rear block operator side top row – BD-3  1 0.9 

Top cutter head - small rear block operator side bottom row – BD-3 1 0.9 

Top cutter head - large block operator side top row – BD-3 3 2.7 

Top cutter head - large block operator side bottom row – BD-3 4 3.6 

Side cutter head - forward sprays scrubber side – BD-3 2 1.8 

Side cutter head - downward sprays scrubber side – BD-3 2 1.8 

Side cutter head - forward sprays operator side – BD-3 2 1.8 

Side cutter head - downward sprays operator side – BD-3 2 1.8 

Under cutter boom - scrubber side – BD-3 2 1.8 

Under cutter boom - operator side – BD-3 2 1.8 

Conveyor throat sprays – BD-5 4 6 

TLD side chassis - scrubber side – BD-3 2 1.8 

TLD top chassis - scrubber side – TG-3.5 4 3.6 

TLD side chassis - operator side – BD-3 1 0.9 

TLD top chassis - operator side – TG-3.5 2 1.8 

FLD top chassis – BD-3 2 1.8 

FLD side chassis – BD-3 1 0.9 

Drum sprays – Minnovation 74452/15 60 22.8 

Total 106 66.6 

Total chassis 46 43.8 

* Top row sprays are SLD sprays, bottom row sprays replace original conventional sprays. 
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Table B5: Specification for conventional dry-head CM with SIU-ISS. 

Spray Block Location and Nozzle Type 
Number 

of 
Sprays 

Total Water 
Volume      
@ 90psi 
(gpm) 

Top cutter head - small rear block scrubber side top row – BD-3 1 0.9 

Top cutter head - small rear block scrubber side bottom row – BD-3 2 1.8 

Top cutter head - large block scrubber side top row – BD-3 5 4.5 

Top cutter head - large block scrubber side bottom row – BD-3 6 5.4 

Top cutter head - small rear block operator side top row – BD-3 1 0.9 

Top cutter head - small rear block operator side bottom row – BD-3 2 1.8 

Top cutter head - large block operator side top row – BD-3 5 4.5 

Top cutter head - large block operator side bottom row – BD-3 6 5.4 

Side cutter head - forward sprays scrubber side – BD-3 3 2.7 

Side cutter head - downward sprays scrubber side – BD-3 2 1.8 

Side cutter head - forward sprays operator side – BD-3 3 2.7 

Side cutter head - downward sprays operator side – BD-3 2 1.8 

Bit ring sprays - scrubber side – BD-3 2 1.8 

Bit ring sprays - operator side – BD-3 2 1.8 

Under cutter boom - scrubber side – BD-3 2 1.8 

Under cutter boom - operator side– BD-3 2 1.8 

Conveyor throat sprays – BD-5 4 6 

TLD side chassis - scrubber side – BD-3 2 1.8 

TLD top chassis - scrubber side – TG-3.5 4 3.6 

TLD side chassis - operator side – BD-3 1 0.9 

TLD top chassis - operator side – TG-3.5 2 1.8 

FLD top chassis – BD-3 2 1.8 

FLD side chassis – BD-3 2 1.8 

Total 63 59.1 

Total chassis 63 59.1 

* Top row sprays are SLD sprays, bottom row sprays replace original conventional sprays. 

 

 


